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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Many U.S. Army installation Directorates of Engineering and Housing (DEHs) use the Integrated Facilities System (IFS) system to input Service Order (SO) and Work Request (WR) data. However, IFS does not analyze work performance. The U.S. Army Construction Engineering Research Laboratory (USACERL) developed the Work Management System (WORKMAN), a Work Request and Service Order Management system, to help installation DEHs improve management of SO and WR data by assisting in the planning, scheduling, budgeting, assignment, monitoring, and evaluation of maintenance activities. WORKMAN was developed for the personal computer (PC) using FOXPRO, and is compatible with IFS-Micro/Mini (IFS-M).

WORKMAN is a menu- and prompt-driven interactive system that uses database and graphics technologies to provide users with analytical reports and graphs. The overview of the WORKMAN features is shown with IFS-M in Figure 1, and without IFS-M (standalone) in Figure 2.

The Service Order, Work Request, and Real Property validation data can be downloaded from IFS-M into the Work Management System, as shown in Figure 1, to generate analysis reports and graphs. The WORKMAN system can generate customer evaluation forms, using random numbers, and send them out for customers' evaluation. Customer ratings (and complaints) may be entered into the evaluation forms, to be used in generating Quality Assurance Reports. All other data comes from IFS-M. The system also generates weekly, monthly, and quarterly analysis and summary reports and graphs.

Service Order, Work Request, and Real Property data may also be entered into WORKMAN through appropriate input screens as a standalone system. All standalone modules other than input operate similarly to the IFS-M-compatible system. Since WORKMAN's data is compatible with IFS-M, its reports and data are also compatible with other Army systems (e.g., the Facility Engineering Job Estimation [FEJE] and Desktop Resource for Real Property [DR REAL] systems).

1.2 Hardware and Software Requirements

WORKMAN minimally requires:

- IBM PC or compatible with 640K random access memory (RAM)
- FOXPRO runtime
- FOXGRAPH
- WORKMAN.

WORKMAN with IFS-M additionally requires:

- WORKMAN and IFS-M Interface (WII) program
- IFS-M and related hardware and software.

FOXPRO and FOXGRAPH are products of Fox Software, 134 W. South Boundary, Perryburg, OH 43551.
Figure 1. Overview of WORKMAN With IFS-M.
Figure 2. Overview of WORKMAN as Standalone.
To operate properly, WORKMAN requires that the CONFIG.SYS file contain the following settings:

1. files=40
2. buffers=40

1.3 Installation

Table 1 lists the installation procedure for WORKMAN and related software.

Table 1

WORKMAN Installation Procedures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Keyboard Entry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Create correct subdirectories</td>
<td>Go to C drive</td>
<td>C:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Insert WORKMAN disk 1 into A drive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>After directories are created, remove disk 1 from A drive</td>
<td>A:\INSTCRT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Install FOXGRAPH</td>
<td>Go to C:\FOXGRAPH subdirectory</td>
<td>CD C:\FOXGRAPH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Insert FOXGRAPH disk 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Follow the system prompts, then remove FOXDRIVE disk from A drive</td>
<td>A:\INSTALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Install WORKMAN</td>
<td>Insert WORKMAN program disk 1 into A drive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Follow the system prompts, then remove the WORKMAN disk from A drive</td>
<td>A:\INSTWKM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.4 Mode of Technology Transfer

It is anticipated that the Work Maintenance System will be distributed and supported through the U.S. Army Engineering and Housing Support Center (USAEHSC), Fort Belvoir, VA.
2 GETTING STARTED

To start the WORKMAN follow the steps below. Type in the text in bold and press ENTER.

Change your current disk drive to "C" by typing: "C:". At the DOS C: prompt, type WORKMAN to start the system, and the WORKMAN title screen (Figure 3) should appear. Press any key to continue to the WORKMAN main menu.

2.1 Key Conventions

Table 2 lists the keyboard conventions used in this report.

2.2 Menu Selection

Each menu contains a list of choices. To select a particular choice, use the → ← ↑ ↓ arrow keys on the keyboard to highlight the choice and then press ↓ RETURN.

2.3 Data Entry

All information is entered through data entry screens. Use the → ↑ ↓ TAB key to move from one field to the next. Use ↓ ← SHIFT + TAB (press and hold the SHIFT key, and press TAB) to move to a previous field. The bottom line of the input screen is the "command line." This line lists the commands that you can enter during the data entry. A more detailed description is provided in a later section.

2.4 Main Menu

The WORKMAN main menu (Figure 4) has two program selections: (1) Work & Service Order Management, and (2) File Management. The End/Exit selection will take you out of the system.

Use the ↑ UP and ↓ DOWN ARROW keys to highlight the appropriate section, and press ↓ ENTER to choose this section. The command line gives a brief description of the highlighted section.

Figure 3. The WORKMAN Title Screen.
### Table 2
**Keyboard Conventions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>⏎</td>
<td>Return or Enter</td>
<td>To enter data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>→</td>
<td>Tab</td>
<td>To go to next field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>←</td>
<td>Shift-Tab</td>
<td>To go to previous field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>→</td>
<td>Left arrow</td>
<td>To highlight menu item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>←</td>
<td>Right arrow</td>
<td>To highlight menu item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>↑</td>
<td>Up arrow</td>
<td>To highlight menu item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>↓</td>
<td>Down arrow</td>
<td>To highlight menu item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home key</td>
<td>To go to first record in the database</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End key</td>
<td>To go to the last record in the database</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page Up</td>
<td>Go to the previous record</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page Down</td>
<td>Go to next record</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esc</td>
<td>Go to previous menu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 4. WORKMAN Main Menu.**
2.4.1 Work & Service Order Management

This selection lets you enter and edit information related to:

1. Service Orders and Work Requests
2. Customer complaints and evaluations
3. Real property data
4. Status codes
5. Related data tables.

This section is the core of the system. It generates reports, queries, and graphs to help the manager analyze work performance. You can generate a random sample of work performed during a selected period, and automatically generate blank evaluation forms for the customers. After the customers provide their evaluation of the work performed, the system will use the responses to analyze the quality of the work. If the data has already been entered into IFS-M, you may download the data from IFS-M using WII (the WORKMAN/IFS-M Interface program) and use it for analysis.

2.4.2 File Management

This File Management selection allows you to maintain the Service Order and Work Request Databases through:

1. Split/Merge files
2. Reindex
3. Pack Database
4. New Index
5. End/Exit.

Service Order or Work Request databases may become very large, and at some point, it may be convenient to split them into historical and current databases. Data files can also be merged together. File splitting, re-indexing, and packing operations are performed in the file management section.
To highlight a particular choice in the Work and Service Order Management menu (Figure 5) use the → LEFT ARROW and ← RIGHT ARROW keys. Press ↓ RETURN to select the highlighted item. The command line will show a brief description of the highlighted item. The active keys are displayed above the command line.

The Work and Service Order Management menu contains six choices:

1. SERVICE: Add new service orders, change or view an existing service order, and change or view the status of service orders.
2. WORK: Add new work requests, change or view an existing work request, and change or view the status of work requests.
3. EVAL/COMPL: Enter and edit customer complaints and evaluations.
4. DATA TABLE: Enter and edit codes and real property data.
5. ANALYSIS: Generate analysis reports, queries, and graphs.
6. END: Return to the main menu.
3.1 Service Order Menu

The selection of SERVICE from Work and Service Order Management menu invokes the Service Order menu (Figure 6), which offers six choices:

1. HELP: Describe each menu choice briefly.
2. APPEND: Enter a NEW service order through a data-entry screen.
3. UPDATE: Edit an EXISTING service order.
4. INQUIRE: View an EXISTING service order. (Does not allow you to change service orders.)
5. *STATUS*: To view or edit the STATUS of a service order. (When you enter a new Service Order, the status automatically becomes SHP [shop].) Status codes are compatible with IFS-M.
6. END: Return to the Work and Service Order Management menu.

The Service order menu provides a brief on-line HELP option for each menu choice. For instance, APPEND allows you to enter a new service order through a data entry screen. You may press the F1 key while entering data to get help for a particular field.

3.1.1 APPEND

When you select APPEND from the Service Order Menu, a Service Order Entry Screen (Figure 7) will appear to add a new Service Order. (The fields and descriptions are same as in IFS-M.)

To get help for a particular field, press the F1 key. The help file will provide a dialog box and a brief description of the field containing a list of valid entries to choose from (Figure 8). To select an entry from the dialog box, use the ↑ UP ARROW or ↓ DOWN ARROW key to select the appropriate entry, and press ↓ ENTER.

```
SERVICE ORDERS => HELP APPEND UPDATE INQUIRE *STATUS* END
```

EXPLAIN how this screen works. Press ↓ Enter ...

Figure 6. Service Order Menu.
SERVICE ORDERS => HELP APPEND UPDATE INQUIRE *STATUS* END
INSTALLATION:USA CERL
RECEPTIONIST:MARY
WORK DESCRIPTION:

POC NAME: POC PHONE: WORK LOCATION: RPF INSTALL: USA CERL
--- DOCUMENT NUMBER --- WKCL FAC EQUIP RPF FH RPF
CUST ID SER NO FY TYPE CD: NO: Y/N EQUIP ID: QTRS NO: PARTITION:
Q0001 1
SHOP SO REIMB HOUSING COMP PROG IND SPEC INT

TASK TASK WORK STATUS
UNIT: CD: TASK DESCRIPTION: CONTRACT NO: CD:
0

Remark:

<F1>: HELP <CTRL W> TO FINISH

Figure 7. Service Order Entry Screen.

SERVICE ORDERS => HELP APPEND UPDATE INQUIRE *STATUS* END
INSTALLATION:FSH
RECEPTIONIST:BMAHLER
WORK DESCRIPTION:

FACILITY NUMBER(conditional) is an unique 5 character alphanumeric value assigned to a real property facility within an installation.

WORK LOCATION: RPF INSTALL: FSH
--- DOCUMENT NUMBER --- WKCL FAC EQUIP RPF FH RPF
UIMENT NUMBER SER NO FY TYPE CD: NO: Y/N EQUIP ID: QTRS NO: PARTITION:
00001 1 00002 00003 00004 00005 00006 00007 00008 00009 00010 00011
SHOP SO REIMB HOUSING COMP PROG IND SPEC INT

TASK TASK WORK STATUS
UNIT: CD: TASK DESCRIPTION: CONTRACT NO: CD:
0

Remark:

<F1>: HELP <CTRL W> TO FINISH

Figure 8. Service Order Entry Screen With Help.
Figure 8 shows help dialog boxes corresponding with the "Facility Number" fields. From this point, you may use the ↑ UP and ↓ DOWN arrows to select the correct number and press ↓ ENTER. WORKMAN searches the database for its "WORK LOCATION" and displays this on the screen.

3.1.1.1 Saving the Information. To save this service order, first press Ctrl-W (Hold CTRL key down while pressing W) to tell WORKMAN that you are finished entering information, then press ↓ ENTER.

3.1.1.2 Exiting APPEND. Press the ESC key to EXIT Append. Note that, if you press ESC before saving the information, you will exit Append without saving new or changed entries.

3.1.2 Field Names and Descriptions

Enter the appropriate data in each field as defined below. Some of the data described here need to be defined in the data tables using DATA TABLE in the Work and Service Order Management Menu before adding Service Orders.

INSTALLATION contains locally assigned Installation abbreviation. On the first Service Order that you enter, type the Installation’s abbreviation. This value will be extracted and displayed by the system for all subsequent Service Orders that you enter. You may change the value by overtyping the displayed value and pressing ↓ RETURN.

RECEPTIONIST contains an abbreviation for the receptionist’s name. This identifies the person who created the Service Order. On the first Service Order that you enter, type the receptionist’s abbreviated name. This name will be extracted and displayed by the system for all subsequent Service Orders that you enter. You may change the value by overtyping the displayed value and pressing ↓ RETURN.

WORK DESCRIPTION contains an explanation of the work to be performed, e.g., "Fix the door knob so it can be locked properly." Enter the short description and press ↓ RETURN.

POC NAME identifies the person responsible for the work information about the work request. Enter the name of the responsible person and press ↓ RETURN.

POC PHONE contains a phone number to contact the person responsible for specific work.

WORK LOCATION contains the location (address) of the work to be performed. This is automatically filled in by the system after searching through the facility database to get the address of the facility that matches the facility number entered into the system.

RPF INSTALL contains a locally assigned abbreviation for the name of the installation requesting the work. This field is displayed by the system, but you may change the value by overtyping it and pressing ↓ RETURN.

DOCUMENT NUMBER consists of CUST ID, SER NO, FY, and TYPE. Each Service Order has a unique DOCUMENT NUMBER (combination of CUST ID, SER NO, FY, and TYPE), which is the key to identify and access a Service Order.

CUST ID identifies the user from a facility submitting a request for work. If the customer has previously been identified on the database as a routinely reimbursable customer, the system will extract and display the CUST ID in REIMB CUST ID.
SER NO contains a serial number assigned by the system. You may either accept the displayed value by pressing J RETURN, or change the displayed value by overtyping it and then pressing J RETURN.

FY is the Fiscal Year and TYPE is the document type.

WKCLCD contains one of the following WorkClass Codes identifying the work program:

* J – Operations of utilities
* K – Maintenance and repair
* L – Minor construction and alterations
* M – Other engineering support/in-place equipment.

FACNO contains a unique facility number assigned to a facility within an installation for facility identification.

EQUIP Y/N contains an equipment indicator code (Y or N) that indicates whether the Service Order will require work on equipment. Y indicates that a Service Order will require work on equipment.

RPF EQUIP ID contains the abbreviation for RPF Equipment Identification. If you type Y for EQUIP Y/N, the cursor will move to RPF EQUIP ID. Enter the Equipment ID and press J RETURN. If you type N for EQUIP Y/N, the system will automatically assign the DESIGN USE CATEGORY CODE associated with the facility. If there is more than one DESIGN USE CATEGORY CODE associated with the facility, the system will display the list of codes in a window. Highlight the appropriate category code and press J RETURN.

FH QTRS NO contains the abbreviation for Family Housing Quarters Number. If applicable, enter the number and press J RETURN. If applicable, enter partition number in RPF PARTITION and press J RETURN. If not, just press J RETURN. Pressing F1 will display all valid entries for any field.

SHOP CD contains a locally defined code to identify an operational unit or craft shop. For contract shops in the commercial activities environment, the system will extract and display a corresponding CONTRACT NUMBER associated with the SHOP CD.

SO PRI contains the field name for Service Order Priority Code representing the degree of urgency associated with a Service Order:

* 1 – Emergency
* 2 – Urgent
* 3 – Routine.

Some other values may be locally defined by the installation DEH.

REIMB CUST ID identifies a user who reimburses the DEH for specific services. If the customer has been previously recorded on the database as a routinely reimbursable customer, the system will automatically extract and display the REIMB CUST ID from the CUST ID field.

HOUSING CD is the same as Housing Class Code in IFS-M. This code is used to group like types of housing facilities. The Housing Class Codes are defined in the database using DATA TABLE from the Work and Service Order Management Menu.
COMP CD is the abbreviation for Component Code. The COMP CD values are:

- 01 – Exterior painting
- 02 – Interior painting
- 03 – Flat roof
- 04 – Sloped roof
- 05 – Siding
- 06 – Mechanical
- 07 – Electrical systems
- 08 – Plumbing systems
- 09 – Other.

Other codes may be defined locally.

TDAC contains the Technical Data Activity Code relating category codes and real property maintenance activity to the Army Management Structure (AMS) code.

APC contains the Account Processing Code used in STANFINS to identify the AMS code, fund source, local financial management information needs, and other financial data associated with an item of cost.

OTHER FUND contains the Other Fund Citation value that identifies the expenditure order and work order functional code used in costing work. If APC is not blank, then OTHER FUND is not allowed.

PROG IND CD contains a code to identify special command programs or items of interest. The Department of the Army-directed codes and their descriptions are:

- A – Hazardous waste
- B – BMAR
- C – Corrosion control
- D – DMAR
- E – Energy
- F – Fire
- G – Family housing
- H – Health
- I – Environment
- N – NAF (nonappropriated funds)
- O – OSHA
- P – Pollution abatement
- Q – Quality of life
- R – Recreational activities
- S – Safety (Surgeon General)
- T – Security
- U – Historical preservation
- V – Command interest
- W – Morale/welfare/comfort
- X – Engineer other
- Y – Mission performance/readiness
- Z – Troop projects
• 1 – Archaeology  
• 2 – Commercial forest  
• 6 – Occupant attributable  
• 7 – Occupant nonattributable.

Other codes may be defined locally by the DEH.

SPEC INT CD contains a locally assigned code to identify work requirements of special interest to the Directorate of Engineering and Housing (DEH) organization or higher headquarters.

TASK UNIT identifies the number of times that a given task will be accomplished. If you enter a TASK UNIT, you must also enter a TASK CODE, which is a locally assigned code to identify the Service Order task to be completed. TASK DESCRIPTION will be extracted from the database and displayed on the screen.

WORK STATUS CD represents the status of the work. SHP will be automatically displayed on the Service Order Entry screen. You may either accept the entry by pressing ↓ RETURN or change the entry by overtyping the original value and then pressing ↓ RETURN. WORK STATUS CDs are:

• APV – Approved  
• BO – Bids Opened  
• CA – Contract Awarded  
• CAN – Canceled  
• CDE – Completed Detailed Estimating  
• CMP – Completed  
• CR – Customer Remark  
• CUE – Completed Unit Price Estimating  
• DEF – Deferred  
• DIS – Disapproved  
• HLD – Held for further action  
• REO – Reopened  
• SUS – Suspended for further information  
• AA – Approval Authority  
• ADE – Assigned Detailed Estimating  
• AUE – Assigned Unit Price Estimating  
• BGD – Building and Grounds Division  
• BUD – Budget and Accounting  
• CRB – Construction Review Board  
• CS – Customer Service  
• DE – District Engineer  
• DEH – Director, Engineering and Housing  
• DEP – Deputy DEH  
• DOC – Director of Contracting  
• EDB – Engineering Design Branch  
• ENV – Environmental Engineering  
• EPS – Engineering Plans and Services Division  
• ERM – Engineering Resources Management Division  
• FD – Fire Department  
• FHM – Family Housing Management Office  
• HSG – Housing Division  
• IC – Installation Commander  
• MC – Material Coordinator  
• OPS – Operations Division
Other WORK STATUS CDs may be locally defined.

REMARK contains a statement providing additional work information. If necessary, enter a REMARK about the job to be performed and press J RETURN.

3.1.3 UPDATE/INQUIRE

Select UPDATE from Service Order Menu to change any existing Service Order information. Select INQUIRE to view an existing Service Order. INQUIRE lets you see but does not let you make any changes to the Service Order. UPDATE allows you to edit an existing Service Order. The remainder of the processes described below are the same for UPDATE and INQUIRE. For both UPDATE and INQUIRE, the Service Order Information Screen will appear with no information in the fields (Figure 9). The command line will display J INDEX ACCESS, <Home> 1st RECORD, and <ESC> TO EXIT. To exit the operation press ESC.

There are two methods for selecting the Service Order:

1. Type in the document number by pressing J INDEX ACCESS
2. Search through all Service Orders by pressing HOME.

3.1.3.1 Finding a Service Order based on document number. To search for a Service Order based on the document number, press J ENTER for INDEXED ACCESS as indicated on the command line. To find the Service Order, type in the document number. WORKMAN then searches for that document number. If it cannot be found, WORKMAN will display "document number not found" in the command line. If WORKMAN finds the Service Order, the Service Order Information will be displayed.

3.1.3.2 Searching Through Service Orders. Press the HOME key to see the first Service Order. Press the PgDn key to see the next Service Order, and the PgUp key to see the previous Service Order.

When the Service Order Information is displayed for INQUIRE operation, the command line shows three options: <PgUp> PREVIOUS RECORD, <PgDn> NEXT RECORD, and <ESC> EXIT. Press the ESC key to return to the previous menu.

When the Service Order Information is displayed for UPDATE operation, the command line shows five options: J TO EDIT, <Del> TO DELETE, <PgUp> PREV, <PgDn> NEXT, and <ESC> EXIT. To edit a particular Service Order press J RETURN. The cursor will move to the Service Order fields. Press the DEL key to delete the Service Order. The other three options are same as in INQUIRE operation.

3.1.4 STATUS

Select *STATUS* to work with Service Order Status. Status Codes give the STATUS of the work. When a new Service Order is entered, the STATUS automatically becomes SHP (shop). The
Figure 9. Service Order Information Screen.

STATUS Code needs to be changed as the status of the work changes. *STATUS* provides three capabilities: APPEND, UPDATE, INQUIRE. END returns you to the previous menu.

3.1.4.1 APPEND. When a Service Order is created, a status record is also created with status SHP (shop) for that Service Order. When the status is changed, another Service Order status record is created. Press F1 (Help) in the Work Status Code field to see a list of valid Work Status Codes (Figure 10). Using the ↑ UP and ↓ DOWN arrows, scroll through the list, and press ↓ ENTER to select the desired code.

When APPEND is selected from STATUS menu, the Service Order Status Information will be displayed on the screen with no information in the fields, as shown in Figure 10. The cursor will be at the Document Number. Enter the Document Number of the Service Order, and the Service Order Status Entry screen will appear (Figure 11).

3.2 Service Order Status Entry Screen

All the fields are filled in with appropriate information in the Service Order Status Entry screen. Enter new status information for that service order. If the status is CMP (completed), the system will prompt for the labor hours. Enter the actual time spent on the job, exit the screen, and save the information using the commands displayed on the screen.

3.2.1 UPDATE/INQUIRE

Select UPDATE from Service Order Status Menu to change Service Order Status information. Select INQUIRE to view current status of the Service Order without making changes. WORKMAN will
Figure 10. Service Order Status Information Display.

Figure 11. Service Order Status Entry Screen.
also display all the status codes with the appropriate dates for that Service Order. If you select UPDATE, you may change the Service Order Status record. There are several status records for each Service Order, and UPDATE allows you to edit one status record at a time for a Service Order. The remainder of the processes described below are the same for UPDATE and INQUIRE.

The Service Order Status Information Screen will be displayed with no information in the fields. Select the Service Order. There are two methods for selecting the Service Order:

1. Enter the document number
2. Search through the Service Order status database.

3.2.1.1 Finding a Service Order Based on Document Number. To search for a Service Order based on the document number, press J ENTER for INDEXED ACCESS as shown on the command line. To find the Service Order, enter the document number. WORKMAN searches for that document number. If it cannot be found, WORKMAN will display "document number not found" on the command line. If WORKMAN finds the Service Order, it displays the Service Order Status Information.

3.2.1.2 Searching Through Service Order Status Database. Press the HOME key to see the first Service Order. Press the PgDn key to see the next Service Order Status record, and the PgUp key to see the previous Service Order Status record.

When the Service Order Status Information is displayed for the INQUIRE operation, the command line shows three options: <PgUp> PREVIOUS RECORD, <PgDn> NEXT RECORD, and <ESC> EXIT. Press the ESC key to return to the Service Order menu.

When the Service Order Status Information is displayed for UPDATE operation, the command line shows five options: J TO EDIT, <Del> TO DELETE, <PgUp> PREV, <PgDn> NEXT, and <ESC> EXIT. To edit a particular Service Order press J RETURN. The cursor will move to the Service Order Status fields. Press the DEL key to delete the Service Order status record. The other three options are same as in INQUIRE operation.

3.3 Work Request Menu

The selection of WORK from Work and Service Order Management menu will take you to the Work Request menu (Figure 12), which provides features similar to the Service Order Menu.

The Work Request menu provides six choices:

1. HELP: Describe each menu choice briefly.
2. APPEND: Enter a new service order.
3. UPDATE: Edit an existing service order.
4. INQUIRE: View an existing service order.
5. *STATUS*: View or edit the status of a service order.
6. END: Return to the Service Order Management menu.

The Work Request menu gives a HELP option describing each menu choice on-line. APPEND lets you enter a new Work Request through a data entry screen. Press F1 while entering data for help on particular fields. Select UPDATE to change existing Work Request information. Use INQUIRE to view an existing Work Request without changing it. Select STATUS to work with Work Request Status. When you enter a new Work Request, the status automatically becomes CS. The status codes are compatible with IFS-M and are the same as status codes for Service Orders.
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WORK REQUESTS => HELP APPEND UPDATE INQUIRE *STATUS* END

EXPLAIN how this screen works. Press ↓ Enter ...

Figure 12. Work Request Menu.

3.3.1 APPEND

When you select APPEND from Work Request Menu, a Work Request Entry Screen (Figure 13) will appear to add a new Work Request. The fields and descriptions are the same as in IFS-M. For convenience, they are described again in this section.

For help on a particular field, press F1. A brief description of the field and a list of valid entries to choose from are shown. Use the ↑ UP ARROW key and the ↓ DOWN ARROW key to highlight the appropriate entry, and press ↓ ENTER to select it.

3.3.1.1 Saving the Information. To save the Work Request, first press Ctrl-W, then press ↓ ENTER. The command line displays all the instructions.

3.3.1.2 Exiting APPEND. Press the ESC key to EXIT APPEND. (Note, if you press ESC before saving, you will exit without saving new or changed information.

3.3.1.3 Field Names and Descriptions. Enter the appropriate data in each field as defined below. Some of the data described here need to be defined in the data tables using DATA TABLE in the Work and Service Order Management Menu before adding Work Requests.

The INSTALLATION field contains a locally assigned Installation abbreviation. On the first Work Request that you enter, type the Installation's abbreviation. This value will be extracted and displayed by the system to all subsequent Work Requests that you enter. You may change the value by overtyping the displayed value and pressing ↓ RETURN.

DOCUMENT NUMBER consists of CUST ID, SER NO, FY, and TYPE. Each Work Request has a unique DOCUMENT NUMBER (combination of CUST ID, SER NO, FY, and TYPE), which is the key to identify and access any Work Request.

CUST ID identifies a facility user submitting a request for work.

SER NO is assigned by the system. You may either accept the displayed value by pressing ↓ RETURN, or change the displayed value by overtyping it and then pressing ↓ RETURN.
FY contains the Fiscal Year. It consists of the last digit of the fiscal year in which the Work Request was submitted.

TYPE will contain one of the following document types for a request for work:

- B — Shop stock
- E — Equipment rental
- J — Routine work request
- M — Preventive maintenance
- P — Special project
- S — Standing operations order.

SHORT JOB DESC contains job description that contains a concise summary statement of the work to be performed on an individual DEH Work Request.

CUST NAME contains a name identifying the organizational activity or individual submitting the request for work.

POC NAME identifies the person responsible for the information about the work request. Enter the name of the responsible person and press RETURN.

POC PHONE contains a phone number to contact the responsible person.

WORK DESC contains a text explanation of the work to be performed.

APVL ACT CD contains a one-character alphanumeric (approval action) code indicating whether a request for work has been approved or disapproved.

WORK REQ PRI contains a locally defined (work request) priority code.
PROG IND CD (Program Indicator Code) identifies Special Command programs or items of interest. Department of the Army-directed codes and their descriptions are as follows:

- A – Hazardous waste
- B – BMAR
- C – Corrosion control
- D – DMAR
- E – Energy
- F – Fire
- G – Family housing
- H – Health
- I – Environment
- N – NAF (nonappropriated funds)
- O – OSHA
- P – Pollution abatement
- Q – Quality of life
- R – Recreational activities
- S – Safety (Surgeon General)
- T – Security
- U – Historical preservation
- V – Command interest
- W – Morale/welfare/comfort
- X – Engineer other
- Y – Mission performance/readiness
- Z – Troop projects

Other codes may be defined locally by the DEH.

SPEC INT CD (Special Interest Code) contains a locally assigned code to identify work requirements of special interest to the DEH/DEL organizations or higher headquarters. Code assignment will enable retrieval of all Work Requests sharing the same code.

EST START (Estimated Work Start Date) identifies the estimated date (DD-MM-YY) on which the work will start.

EST COMPLETE (Estimated Work Completion Date) identifies the estimated date (DD-MM-YY) on which the work will be completed.

WORK STATUS CD represents the status of the work. CS will be automatically displayed on the Work Request Entry screen. You may either accept the entry by pressing RETURN or change the entry by overtyping the original value and then pressing RETURN. WORK STATUS CDs are:

- APV – Approved
- BO – Bids Opened
- CA – Contract Awarded
- CAN – Canceled
- CDE – Completed Detailed Estimating
- CMP – Completed
- CR – Customer remark
• CUE — Completed Unit Price Estimating
• DEF — Deferred
• DIS — Disapproved
• HLD — Held for further action
• REO — Reopened
• SUS — Suspended for further information
• AA — Approval Authority
• ADE — Assigned Detailed Estimating
• AUE — Assigned Unit Price Estimating
• BGD — Building and grounds division
• BUD — Budget and accounting
• CRB — Construction Review Board
• CS — Customer Service
• DE — District Engineer
• DEH — Director, Engineering and Housing
• DEP — Deputy DEH
• DOC — Director of Contracting
• EDB — Engineering Design Branch
• ENV — Environmental Engineering
• EPS — Engineering Plans and Services Division
• ERM — Engineering Resources Management Division
• FD — Fire Department
• FHM — Family Housing Management Office
• HSG — Housing Division
• IC — Installation Commander
• MC — Material Coordinator
• OPS — Operations Division
• SAF — Safety Office
• SCH — Scheduler
• SEC — Security Office
• SHP — Shop
• SUP — Supply Division
• TDE — To Detailed Estimating
• TR — Technical Review
• TUE — To Unit Price Estimating
• UD — Utilities Division.

Other WORK STATUS CDs may be locally defined.

WKCL CD may be one of the following WorkClass Codes identifying the work program:

• J — Operations of utilities
• K — Maintenance and repair
• L — Minor construction and alterations
• M — Other engineering support/in-place equipment.

FUNDED represents the estimated funded cost of the job in dollars.

UNFUNDED represents the estimated unfunded cost of the job in whole dollars.

Enter all appropriate data. You may enter up to three values for WorkClass Code, WorkClass Funded and Unfunded amounts as described above. The system will calculate and display the total amount.
3.3.2 UPDATE/INQUIRE

Select UPDATE from the Work Request menu to change any existing Work Request information, or INQUIRE to view an existing Work Request without making changes. The remainder of the processes described below are the same for UPDATE and INQUIRE.

The Work Request Information screen will appear with no information in the fields. It is similar to the Work Request Entry screen with the exception of the command line, which displays \texttt{J INDEX ACCESS}, \texttt{<Home> 1st RECORD}, and \texttt{<ESC> TO EXIT}.

There are two methods for selecting the Work Request:

1. Type in the document number by pressing \texttt{J INDEX ACCESS}
2. Search through all Work Requests by pressing \texttt{HOME}.

3.3.2.1 Finding a Work Request Based on Document Number. To search for a Work Request based on the document number, press \texttt{J ENTER} for INDEXED ACCESS as shown on the command line. To find the Work Request, type in the document number. WORKMAN then searches for that document number. If it cannot be found, WORKMAN will display "document number not found" in the command line. If it finds the Work Request, WORKMAN displays the Work Request Information.

3.3.2.2 Searching Through Work Requests. Press the HOME key to see the first Work Request. Press the PgDn key to see the next Work Request, and the PgUp key for the previous Work Request.

When the Work Request Information is displayed for an INQUIRE operation, the command line shows three options: \texttt{<PgUp> PREVIOUS RECORD}, \texttt{<PgDn> NEXT RECORD}, \texttt{<ESC> EXIT}. Press ESC key to return to the Work Request menu.

When the Work Request Information is displayed for an UPDATE operation, the command line shows five options: \texttt{J TO EDIT}, \texttt{<Del> TO DELETE}, \texttt{<PgUp> PREV}, \texttt{<PgDn> NEXT}, \texttt{<ESC> EXIT}. To edit a particular Work Request press \texttt{J RETURN}. The cursor will move to the Work Request fields. Press the DEL key to delete the Work Request. The other three options are same as in INQUIRE operation.

3.3.3 STATUS

Select \texttt{*STATUS*} to work with Work Request Status. Status Codes represent the STATUS of the work. When a new Work Request is entered, the STATUS code CS (customer service) is automatically assigned to it by the system. The STATUS Code will need to be changed as the status of the work changes.

\texttt{*STATUS*} provides three capabilities: \texttt{APPEND}, \texttt{UPDATE}, \texttt{INQUIRE}. Selecting END takes you back to the Work Request menu.

3.3.3.1 APPEND. A status record is created with status CS for every Work Request that is created. Every time the status is changed, another status record will be created for that Work Request. Press the Help (F1) key in the Work Status Code field to see a list of valid Work Status Codes. Use \texttt{UP} and \texttt{DOWN} arrows to scroll through the list and press \texttt{J ENTER} to select the appropriate code.

When APPEND is selected from STATUS menu, the Work Request Status Information fields are shown on the screen (Figure 14), without information in the fields as in the case of Service Orders. The cursor will be at the Document Number. Enter the Work Request Document Number. The Work Request Status Entry screen will appear.
The Work Request Status Entry screen contains all the information about that Work Request. The cursor will be at the Work Status Date prompt. Enter the date, time, and the new status code. The status description will be displayed by the system. You may also enter a short status comment. Press CTRL W to finish the entry. Follow the instructions on the command line. When the cursor is at WORK STATUS CODE, you may press F1 to see a list of codes and select from them.

3.3.3.2 UPDATE/INQUIRE. Select UPDATE from Work Request Status Menu to change Work Request Status information. Select INQUIRE to view the current status and all the status codes with the appropriate dates for that Work Request. If you select INQUIRE, you are not allowed to make any changes to the Work Request Status record. Since there are several status records for each Work Request, UPDATE allows you to edit one status record at a time for a Work Request. The remainder of the processes described below are the same for UPDATE and INQUIRE.

The Work Request Status Information screen will be displayed with no information in the fields. Select the Work Request. There are two methods for selecting the Work Request:
1. Enter the document number
2. Search through the Work Requests Status database.

3.3.3.2.1 Finding a Work Request Based on Document Number. To search for a Work Request based on the document number, press J ENTER for INDEXED ACCESS as shown on the command line. To find the Work Request, type in the document number. WORKMAN will search for that document number. If the number is not found, WORKMAN displays "document number not found" on the command line. If it finds the Work Request, WORKMAN displays the Work Request Status Information.

![Figure 14. Work Request Status Entry Screen.](image-url)
3.3.3.2 Searching Through Work Requests Status Database. Press the HOME key to see the first Work Request. Press the PgDn key to see the next Work Request status record, and the PgUp key for the previous Work Request Status record.

When the Work Request Status Information is displayed for the INQUIRE operation, the command line shows three options: <PgUp> PREVIOUS RECORD, <PgDn> NEXT RECORD, and <ESC> EXIT. Press ESC key to go back to the Work Request Status Entry screen.

When the Work Request Status Information is displayed for UPDATE operation, the command line shows five options: J TO EDIT, <Del> TO DELETE, <PgUp> PREV, <PgDn> NEXT, and <ESC> EXIT. To edit a particular Work Request, press J RETURN. The cursor will move to the Work Request Status fields. Press the DEL key to delete the Work Request Status record. The other three options are the same as in INQUIRE operation.

3.4 Customer Evaluations/Complaints

Select EVAL/COMPL from the Work and Service Order Management menu to enter customer evaluations and customer complaints.

The EVAL/COMPL menu (Figure 15) provides three capabilities: Customer Evaluations, Service Order Complaints, Work Request Complaints. To return to the Work and Service Order Management menu, highlight END and press J RETURN.

![Figure 15. Evaluations/Complaints Menu.](image-url)
3.4.1 CUSTOMER EVALUATIONS

The Customer Evaluation option works only with Service Orders. The system uses random sampling techniques to generate customer evaluation forms for certain customers. All available information about the Service Order is filled in and displayed by the system. These forms are printed and sent out for customer evaluation. After customers return the forms with their ratings, use this option to retrieve the forms in the system and to add the evaluation ratings (Figure 16). Type in the document number, or search through all evaluation forms to find the evaluation form you wish to edit.

Press CTRL-W to save the form with changes. Follow the instructions on the command line. In case of errors, press ESC to go back to the previous menu, and start over. The evaluation ratings on these forms are used in the ANALYSIS module, which will be discussed later.

3.4.2 CUSTOMER COMPLAINTS

If there is a call from a customer with a complaint about a Service Order, select Service Order Complaints from the EVAL/COMPL menu. If the complaint is about a Work Request, select Work Request Complaints from the EVAL\COMPL menu. The Customer Complaint Form will be displayed to enter the complaint. The remainder of the processes described below are the same for Service Order and Work Request.

![Figure 16. Customer Evaluation Form.](image-url)
Four options are displayed on the screen:

1. **APPEND:** To enter a complaint
2. **UPDATE:** To correct errors
3. **PRINT:** To print the complaint form
4. **END:** To return to the EVAL/COMP menu.

When **APPEND** is selected, the Customer Complaint Entry Form will be displayed (Figure 17). Enter the document number to retrieve the Service Order/Work Request information.

When you enter the document number of the Service Order/Work Request that the customer is complaining about, the system brings in the information about that Service Order/Work Request. Enter the complaint and press CTRL-W to finish the entry. Follow the instructions on the command line.

Select the **UPDATE** option to correct erroneous information entered into a Complaint Form. Enter the Document Number of the Complaint Form and press J RETURN to confirm the EDIT mode. Use the TAB key to move to the desired field and change the information. Press CTRL-W to store the information. Press ESC to return to the EVAL/COMPL menu without changing any information. The command line at the bottom of the screen will show you all the options and commands (keys).

**NOTE:** Complaint is already entered using Append mode. Any errors in that complaint are corrected using Update mode.

To print the Customer Complaint Form on a local printer use the **PRINT** option after entering the complaint. WORKMAN will prompt for the document number. Enter the document number of the complaint, and the Customer Complaint Form will be printed.

```
*** DEH CUSTOMER COMPLAINT FORM ***
RECEPTIONIST: MARY
DATE OF COMPLAINT: 11/11/91
POC NAME: CERL
ADDRESS/ORGANIZATION: Bldg 1501

--- DOCUMENT NUMBER ---
CUST ID SER NO FY TYPE BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF SO/WR
001 Q0009 0 R Repair back door

NATURE OF COMPLAINT
The repair work is not satisfactory. The door lock is not working.

PRIORITY:
DATE SO/WR ISSUED: 09/10/90 TIME SO/WR ISSUED: 08:19
DATE COMPLETED: 09/10/90 TIME COMPLETED: 08:19
LABOR HOURS 0.0 (Eg: 0.25)

<F1>: HELP  <CTRL W>: TO FINISH
```

Figure 17. Customer Complaint Entry Screen.
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3.5 Data Tables

The Data Table menu (Figure 18) allows you to create and maintain several data tables with Service Orders and Work Requests. The data is compatible with IFS-M data. You may set a password protection to these data tables. The system comes with password "CERL." When first using the system, enter "CERL" as the password prompt. Select "0" (zero) to set your own password.

The data for Service Orders is in Data Tables for Service Orders, and the data for Work Requests is in Data Tables for Work Requests. Any data that can be used by both Service Orders and Work Requests is in Common Data Tables. Real Property Data Tables contain facility data. Select the appropriate number from the menu. If you are using IFS-M, you may have most of this data set up in IFS-M. If you are using WORKMAN as a standalone system, you will be maintaining the data in this menu mode.

The WORKMAN system will let you add, change, or view any data from these data tables. Thus it is critical that only authorized personnel use this mode to work with this data. Set up your own password and change it frequently to protect the data in these tables.

The DATA TABLE menu also lets you print a hard copy of the data. When you select any of the data tables from the DATA TABLE menu, WORKMAN displays a horizontal bar with HARD COPY and ON-LINE (Figure 19). Select HARD COPY to get a listing of the table, and ON-LINE to maintain the tables.

The data tables for Service Orders include:

- CUSTOMER LIST
- DOCUMENT TYPES
- EQUIPMENT
- SHOP CODE
- TASK CODE

Figure 18. Data Table Menu.
• PRIORITY LEVEL
• COMPONENT CODE
• HOUSING CLASS CODE.

The data tables for Work Requests include:

• CUSTOMER LIST
• DOCUMENT TYPES
• PRIORITY LEVELS.

Common data tables are:

• WORK CLASS CODE
• PROGRAM INDICATOR CODE
• SPECIAL INTEREST CODE
• WORK STATUS CODE.

Real Property data includes:

• FACILITIES
• PARTITIONS
• DESIGN CATEGORY CODE
• FAMILY HOUSING QUARTER NUMBER.

Highlight the data you like to work with and press RETURN. HARDCOPY and ON-LINE will appear on the screen. Select HARDCOPY to print the data in the tables. Select ON-LINE to maintain the data tables. Another menu with data tables list will appear. Select the data table to work with. A submenu window with APPEND, UPDATE, INQUIRE, and END will appear.

```
Figure 19. Data Tables Maintenance.
```
In Figure 19 the selected options are shown in boldface. The user selected the Data Tables for Service Order from the Data Table menu. The ON-LINE option is chosen to maintain a SERVICE ORDER Data Table. CUSTOMER LIST is selected from the list of SERVICE ORDER Data Tables. A window with APPEND, UPDATE, INQUIRE, and END options is displayed for Customer List data. INQUIRE is selected to view data. Select UPDATE to edit the data. You can use PgUp and PgDn keys as indicated on the command line to go to other records. Select APPEND to add data to the data table. The processes of Saving data and Exiting without saving are similar to the processes in Work Request, Service Order, and Status records. All instructions are displayed on the command line.

Refer to the Field Names and Descriptions for Service Order and Work Request data. Enter the appropriate data into the data tables. The data should be entered into the data tables before using Service Order, Work Request, and Analysis menus from Work and Service Order Management menu.

3.6 ANALYSIS

ANALYSIS is the most important part of the work and service order management section of this system. This menu item is the mode you use to get reports, graphs, etc. for analysis and management.

Select ANALYSIS. The options are REPORTS and QUERY. Select REPORTS to get canned reports and graphs. These are the reports formatted by the system. Since the data that goes into these reports is known to the system, you can also send it to FOXGRAPH to make graphs. The system takes care of all the interface problems. Use QUERY to get custom reports for those situations where canned reports are not appropriate. When you select REPORTS, the Analysis menu (Figure 20) will appear.

![Figure 20. Analysis Menu.](image-url)
The options are:

1. DEH SO SUMMARY REPORT
2. DEH WR SUMMARY REPORT
3. QUALITY ASSURANCE
4. END.

Select DEH SO SUMMARY REPORT to get system-generated and formatted reports, and graphs for Service Orders. DEH WR SUMMARY REPORTS will produce the similar reports and graphs for Work Requests. Select QUALITY ASSURANCE to generate evaluation forms using random sampling techniques, and to get evaluation and customer complaint reports for quality assurance.

3.6.1 Service Order Analysis

Select DEH SO SUMMARY REPORT to analyze Service Order data. The DEH SO SUMMARY REPORT selection will take you to DEH SO SUMMARY REPORTS window (Figure 21). The options in this menu are:

1. For Selected Customers
2. For All Customers
3. Shops by Queue
4. Top Ten Facilities
5. By Housing Class Code

Select the reports you want to generate. You have an option to select either report or graph. Reports can be weekly, monthly, or quarterly, or you may also select other time periods by choosing RANGE, which will let you enter starting and ending dates for the report. In Figure 21, TOTAL SOs option is selected from DEH SO SUMMARY REPORTS window. After selecting the type of the report, another window with WEEKLY, MONTHLY, QUARTERLY, BY RANGE, and END will appear. Select the appropriate item in that window. QUARTERLY is selected in Figure 21. Quarter Number and Fiscal Year are entered by the user for the QUARTERLY selection.

Figure 21. Analysis of Service Orders.
You will get similar prompts for other choices. Notice that Quarter 4 is entered as 04. Similarly, for monthly reports enter 01 for January, 06 for June, etc. Any single number for a prompt to select the period should be entered with a ‘0’.

WORKMAN will request a destination for the report with the message: "DISPLAY ON [S]CREEN OR [P]RINTER OR [G]RAPHICS ? S/P/G" on the bottom of the screen. Enter S to display the report on the screen, P to print the report, and G for graph. The report selection will give you a report similar to the one shown in Figure 22, a Quarterly report for Total Service Orders selection. Other report types are listed in the DEH SO SUMMARY REPORTS window in Figure 21. Figure 23 shows the Service Order Report of Top Ten Facilities. The Service Order Report of Top 10 Facilities lists the 10 facilities with the highest number of Service Orders for the selected period. This report also lists Facility Numbers, the number of Service Orders received, the number of Service Orders completed, and the Service Orders to be done.

Figure 24 displays Total Service Orders as a bar graph. The X-axis shows Service Order Priorities, and the Y-axis the number of Service Orders. Service Orders completed, received, and to be done are shown as separate bars. A color monitor will display the graphs in several colors. You may print the graph on a local printer. (Graphs are available for most of the canned reports.)

3.6.2 Work Requests Analysis

Select DEH WR SUMMARY REPORT to analyze Work Request data. The DEH WR SUMMARY REPORT selection from the Analysis menu will open the DEH WR SUMMARY REPORTS window. The options in this menu are:

1. TOTAL WRs BY PRIORITY
2. TOTAL WRs BY CUSTOMERS
3. TOTAL WRs BY ACTION CODE

* QUARTERLY TOTAL SOS PERFORMANCE REPORT *
07/01/90 TO 09/30/90

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRI-1</th>
<th>PRI-2</th>
<th>PRI-3</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AVER. DAYS TO COMPLETE: 1.0 3.0 6.0

AVER. LABOR HRS TO COMPLETE: 1.0 2.0 4.0

--------------- END OF REPORT ------------

Figure 22. Quarterly Service Order Report.
Figure 23. Service Order Report of Top 10 Facilities.

DEH SO SUMMARY REPORT
TOTAL SERVICE ORDERS

Figure 24. Bar Chart of Service Orders.
4. STATUS OF WORK REQUESTS
5. APPROVAL OF WORK REQUESTS
6. WORK REQUESTS IN QUEUE.

Select the reports you want to generate. You may select either report or graph as in the case of Service Orders. The processes of Work Request Analysis are similar to the processes of Service Order Analysis.

Figure 25 shows a sample Work Requests Status Report. A list of the jobs and their current status are provided in this report. All other report types are listed in the DEH WR SUMMARY REPORTS window.

You may view any of these report types on the screen, or print or graph the selected data.

3.6.3 Quality Assurance

Select Quality Assurance from the Analysis menu to use customer complaints or evaluation forms for analysis and reports. You will also select Quality Assurance to generate Evaluation Forms. This selection opens the Quality Assurance window.

The options in this menu are:

1. CUSTOMER COMPLAINTS LIST
2. RATING FROM CUSTOMER EVALUATION
3. GENERATE EVALUATION FORMS.

The CUSTOMER COMPLAINTS report can also be generated for any selected period. This report can be useful to evaluate the work of the contractor, or different shops. It can show number of complaints by shop code, or by priority.

RATING FROM CUSTOMER EVALUATION shows the customers ratings for the Service Orders completed during the selected period. The Evaluation Forms generated by the system are used by customers to rank the five items presented on the form. These rankings are entered into the computer by editing the evaluation forms in the EVAL/COMPL menu. From this menu, a report can be generated on how the customers evaluated the work performed.

Evaluation Forms can be generated by the system using random sampling methods with the GENERATE EVALUATION FORMS option. Again, they can be generated for a selected period. You also have an option to select the percentage of Service Orders you would like to use to generate the evaluation forms.

3.6.4 Query

Select QUERY from the Analysis menu to get custom reports. You may select Service Order custom reports, or Work Request custom reports. The Service Order Query screen is shown in Figure 26. QUERY allows you to select and view the desired records under a specific condition. The four major components of QUERY are:

1. Condition relationship
2. Search method
3. Search standard's value
4. Fields to be searched.
02/20/91
SERVICE ORDER QUERY
Enter At Least One Condition

VALUE
CONDITION RELATIONSHIP: SEARCH RANGE FROM RANGE TO
A. CUSTOMER ID: [E/P/R] EXACT MATCH
B. FISCAL YEAR:
C. TASK CODE:
D. SERVICE ORDER PRIORITY:
E. WORK DESCRIPTION:
F. FACILITY NO:
G. SHOP CODE:
H. WORKCLASS CODE:
I. SPECIAL INTEREST CODE:
J. WORK STATUS CODE:
K. CREATION DATE:

Condition Relation: <A>nd or <O>r
Search Method: <E>xact match, <P>artial, <R>ange

<Esc> to exit input, <PgUp>PgDn> to change page
Up/Dn Arrow keys to scroll records
Input <A> for And, <O> for or, <X> or <E> for Exit

Figure 25. Service Order Query.

* WORK REQUESTS STATUS REPORT *
01/01/90 TO 01/01/91

---DOCUMENT NO--- STATUS DATE PRIORITY WORK DESCRIPTION
FH Q0001 1 R CA 06/10/90 U Repair interior walls
FH Q0002 1 R BID 02/22/91 R PAINT EXTERIOR
FH Q0003 1 R CA 01/03/91 R REPAIR PAVEMENTS
FH Q0017 1 R CMP 04/01/91 R LANDSCAPE

---------------- END OF REPORT ----------------

Figure 26. Work Requests Status Report.

QUERY is applied to service order and work request data only. The output of the QUERY will be displayed on screen in a window. You can use the ← RIGHT ARROW and → LEFT ARROW keys to view different fields, and the ↑ UP ARROW and ↓ DOWN ARROW keys to view different records.
3.6.4.1 Condition Relationship. You will see CONDITION RELATIONSHIP: on the QUERY screen. In the highlighted box, you can type A or \rightarrow RETURN for AND condition, O for OR condition, X or E for exit to leave the screen and return to the Analysis menu. For example, if the user-selected field A, field B, and field K as the testing standard, and chose AND as the condition relationship/operator, only data that meets the following criteria will be retrieved:

"if field A and field B and field K are true."

If you selected field A, field B, and field K as the testing standard, and chose OR as the condition relationship/operator, then only records that meet one of the following conditions will be retrieved:

"if field A is true or field B is true or field K is true."

3.6.4.2 Search Method. There are three options available:

• E – for exact match
• P – for partial match
• R – for search by range.

3.6.4.2.1 Search by Exact Match. The searched field value must be identical with the search standard value.

3.6.4.2.2 Search by Partial Match. The searched field value contains the search standard value.

3.6.4.2.3 Search by Range. The searched field value is within the search standard range (either numbers or characters). For example, if you input "2" for field D (service order priority) under column Range-From, and "3" for field D (service order priority) under column Range-To, then all the records whose service order priority is either 2 or 3 will be retrieved for further comparisons.

3.6.4.3 Search Standard's Value. The Search-standard's value is each value (numbers or character strings) input in column VALUE (range from and range to). A search-standard value will be used to compare with the value of the associated/same field in each record to see whether the compared field matches the required condition or not.

For example, if you input "2" in column VALUE Range From and row SERVICE ORDER PRIORITY, and "3" in column VALUE Range To and row SERVICE ORDER PRIORITY, and the search method is by Range, a record's service order priority field containing either "2" or "3" will meet the requirement after comparison.

3.6.4.4 Fields To Be Searched. The field-to-be-searched is the field of each record in a database to be compared with the search-standard value. You will see those searched fields labeled with A., B., ... K. under CONDITION RELATIONSHIP.

For example, if you input "2" in column VALUE Range From and row SERVICE ORDER PRIORITY, and "3" in column VALUE Range To and row SERVICE ORDER PRIORITY, and the search method is by Range, a record's service order priority field containing "2" or "3" will meet the requirement after comparison.
4 FILE MANAGEMENT

Select File Management from Main Menu to maintain Service Order, Work Request, and other databases.

4.1 Split SO

Split SO is used to split the service order database into two parts: current information and historical information. If you want to remove last year’s data and store it as a historical file, it can be done with this option. The file will be in the directory /HIST_SO, with the name SO900112. SO in the filename stands for Service Order data. 900112 in the filename stands for the year (90), starting month (01), and ending month (12). After the split operations, only records from 1 January 1991 are left in the current system.

4.2 Split WR

Split WR is used to split the work request database into two parts: current information and historical information. As in service order data, the historical work request data can be split and saved into a separate file in the\HIST_WR directory. The file name is similar to the service order file name, except that it begins with WR rather than SO. To remove last year’s work request data from the current system, the historical file name will be WR900112.

4.3 Merge SO

Merge SO is used to merge one historical database (file) into the current SO database. Once that historical file is merged into the current system, the file will be removed from the historical file folder (\HIST_SO). For example, if the current system contains records from 1 January 1991 and the historical file to be merged contains data from 1 January 1989 to 1 December 1989 after merging the current SO, the file will include the historical data as well as data from 1 January 1991.

4.4 Merge WR

Merge WR is used to merge one historical database (file) into the current WR database. Once that historical file is merged into the current system, the file will be removed from the historical file folder (\HIST_WR).

4.5 Reindex

This selection re-indexes the desired database to make operations (adding records, deleting records, searching records) more efficient.
4.6 Pack Database

During the deletion operation, the deleted records are just marked with a symbol representing temporary deletion. Those records are still in the database file, but not in the index file. Once PACK DATABASE is chosen, the marked records will be removed from the database file.

4.7 New Index

This selection is used to create a new index file associated with a database file when the original index file is incorrect. The associated database file is not damaged when its index file is re-created.
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